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Protein sequences derived from the over 4 million genes have the 
potential to produce an evolutionary tree that unequivocally and 
accurately traces the divergent course of evolution of all species.  
Evolutionary trees rely upon identifying an essential protein present 
in all species.  The short chain oxidoreductase (SCOR) family is 
a family of such proteins.  One subgroup of the SCOR family has 
11,000 members in the gene bank including from 5 to 50 members in 
all species.  There is not one fully conserved residue in the family and 
the enzymes vary in length from 240 to 350 residues.  By combining 
structural information in the Protein Databank with sequence data 
we are able to align over 98% of all family members.  From this 
alignment we can determine the mechanism of cofactor binding, 
probable function, preferred aggregation state and subtle variants in 
mechanism of action of each.  We can accurately catalog 30% of the 
sequences as to their specific substrates and characterize the topology 
of highly specific substrate binding pockets for an additional 50% of 
the structures as they cluster in substrate sequence space.  Analysis of 
the substrate specific subgroups permits the identification of residues 
responsible for protein/protein interactions.  Analysis of insertions 
and deletions in the loops connecting the beta-sheets and alpha 
helices of the Rossmann fold reveals correlations between indels in 
the loops and speciation.  By examining and sorting all 11,000 SCOR 
sequences, as Gregor Mendel sorted peas and Barbara McClintock 
sorted corn kernels, it is possible to determine the exact details of 
3 billion years of divergent evolution of species, sequence, three-
dimensional-fold, and substrate specificity.
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Epidemic flaviviral diseases are widespread in tropical regions and 
are caused by infections due to viruses such as Dengue, Yellow Fever, 
Japanese Encephalitis and West Nile viruses. Various therapeutic 
targets have been identified from structural studies, including 
structural proteins such as envelope (E), membrane (M) and capsid 
(C) proteins, and non-structural proteins, e.g. viral protease, helicase, 
RNA polymerase and methyl transferase. Currently there is no 
commercial vaccine or antiviral drugs for dengue infection, many 
ongoing research programs are focused on developing potential 
drugs against dengue virus. Dengue envelope protein involves 
protein-cell membrane interaction which leads to viral cell entry. 
We have performed phylogenetic analysis of envelope protein of 
dengue viruses from Southeast Asia from 1990 - 2007, built the 
homology model of envelope protein of several emerging Singapore 
strains, and compared with available crystal structures of dengue 
envelope protein. A putative ligand-binding pocket was identified, its 
conformational change is crucial to dengue virus membrane fusion. 
Further docking studies on envelope protein inhibitors provide 
insights into the role of binding pocket and facilitate the design of 
novel potent inhibitors against evolving dengue diseases.
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The crystallization is one of the bottlenecks for the protein X-ray 
crystallography. We reported that the number of crystals of hen 
egg-white lysozyme increased in metastable solution by UV-
light irradiation and this phenomenon depends on irradiation light 
wavelength.1  Neutral radicals of tryptophan residue (RTrp•) of 
lysozyme were observed by transient absorption measurements. The 
photochemical dimerization of lysozyme was observed by SDS-
PAGE for this solution. These results suggested that the dimer plays 
role of the smallest cluster.  Scheme 1 shows the mechanism of 
photochemically induced nucleation of lysozyme. The photochemical 
reaction of tryptophan residue of lysozyme is photo-ionization 
leading to the generation of radical cation (RTrp•+) and hydrated 
electron. The RTrp. of lysozyme formed by deprotonation of RTrp•+. 
We, here, demonstrate the results of crystallization experiments 
of lysozyme at some dimer quantities. The pKa value of RTrp•+ 
was estimated by 
transient absorption 
m e a s u r e m e n t s 
under various pH 
conditions.
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The three-dimensional structures of the wild type red (zRFP574), 
yellow (zYFP538) and green (zGFP506) fluorescent proteins (FP), 
from button polyp Zoanthus have been determined at 1.51 Å, 1.8 Å 
and 2.2 Å respectively and crystal structures of the zGFP506 mutant 
variant (zGFP506_N66D) with replacement of the chromophore first 
residue, Asn66Asp, in transition ‘green’ and matured ‘red’ states 
have been determined at 2.4 Å and 2.2 Å respectively. The novel 
posttranslational modification of the chromophore-forming sequence 
-Asp66-Tyr67-Gly68- in zRFP574 expands the protein maturation 
beyond the green-emitting form and results in decarboxylation 
of the Asp66 side chain. It was suggested that the electrostatic 
conflict between closely spaced, negatively charged side chains of 
the chromophore Asp66 and the proximal catalytic Glu221 is most 
likely the trigger of the reactions chain resulting in the observed 
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